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We dedicate this edition of Pocket Part
to the memory of Professor

Herman Hillman

We mourn the passing of our beloved teacher and good friend. Professor Herman Hillman was more than just a professor. He led us by example and all who knew him were enriched by the experience. He demonstrated his concern for other people at all times. His commitment to the highest standards of ethics and professional activity were an inspiration and lesson that will guide all of us throughout our lives and careers.
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HOFSTRAWOCKY

Twas Hempstead and the U.C.C.
Did Tort and Contract in the libe;
All studygrouped was Martindale-Hubbell’s
And BAR-BRIed.

Beware the Hofstrawock, my dear
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch;
Beware the Law Review Bird and Fear
The ferocious Monroesnatch.

He took in hand his Bluebook sword
Long time the final exam foe he sought;
So rested he by the Job Board
And stood awhile in thought.

And as in Conscience thought he stood
The Hofstrawock with eyes of flame;
Came walking into the Mootcourtroom
Last minute studying as it came.

One two, One two, and thru and thru
The Bluebook blade was in a hurry
He left it dead and with its head
He signed out with the secretary.

And hast thou slain the Hofstrawock
With joy did turn and twist!
O Rabinowitz, Resnick, Kadane!
As he stared at the grade list.

Twas Hempstead and the U.C.C.
Did Tort and Contract in the libe
All studygrouped was Martindale-Hubbell’s
And BAR-BRIed.
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